This paper proposes meta-modeling as a methodology for constructing a model that is consistent with continuum mechanics. Consistency means solving a Lagrangian of continuum mechanics by using a particular subset of continuum mechanics' function space, so that a solution of a consistent model is rigorously converted to a solution of continuum mechanics or vice versa. This conversion enables us to make smart use of solid and structure element analysis. Meta-modeling is applied to beam and plate problems, and it is shown that Rayleigh beam and Kirchhoff-Love plate are consistent with continuum mechanics.
INTRODUCTION
Progress in computer hardware and software enables us to numerically analyze a model of more than 1 million degree-of-freedom in a few minutes; see, for instance, the K computer 1) . As for finite element analysis of civil structures, this means that solid element analysis becomes an affordable alternative to structure element analysis, which uses beam, plate or shell elements. However, the need for much less computation remains a major advantage of such structure element analysis. Smart use of solid and structure element analysis is thus needed.
Numerous research efforts have been made to relate solid element analysis with structure element analysis. Comparison of element performance has been a topic in computational mechanics for a long time; see, for instance, Zienciewicks et al. 2) and other recent works 3), 4) . The link between structure mechanics and continuum mechanics has been studied, too. However, the present link does not seem strong enough to achieve smart use of solid and structure element analysis.
As an example of a non-strong link, we point out a discrepancy between beam theory and continuum mechanics. In beam theory, strain energy density is computed in terms of Young's modulus, E, as
Here, ϵ is normal strain component; it is computed as ϵ = −z w ′ in terms of beam deflection w, where prime stands for derivative with respect to x, and x and z are the coordinate parallel and normal to the beam direction. For given ϵ, however, continuum mechanics computes e as e = 1 2
where ν is Poisson's ratio. As is seen, the coefficient of computing e is different. Beam theory makes an assumption 5) of one-dimensional stress-strain relation, and uses E as the coefficient. This assumption violates the general stress-strain relation of continuum mechanics. While beam theory shares many elements of continuum mechanics, the discrepancy becomes a hinge that prevents the smart use of solid and beam element analysis, since an assumption or an approximation must be made in converting the numerical solutions.
For the smart use of solid and structure element analysis, the authors propose meta-modeling. Metamodeling is a modeling methodology to construct a model that is consistent with continuum mechanics. Consistency guarantees integrality that no discrepancy exists between the consistent model and continuum mechanics, and rigorous conversion can be made among the consistent model's solutions. For instance, a consistent model's solution is used as an initial value in iteratively solving a solution of continuum mechanics, or a solution of continuum mechanics is cast into a solution of a simpler consistent model for more intuitively clear visualization.
In this paper, we present meta-modeling, using a Lagrangian of continuum mechanics and constructing a consistent model as a way of solving a variational problem of this Lagrangian. The contents of this paper are as follows. We first explain the concept of meta-modeling in Sec. 2, using a flying ball problem as an example. In Sec. 3, we present meta-modeling for a beam problem, clarifying a beam model that is consistent with continuum mechanics. The discrepancy between beam model and continuum mechanics in computing strain energy density is fully resolved. We extend meta-modeling to a plate problem, and present a consistent plate model in Sec. 4. Concluding remarks are made in Sec. 5.
META-MODELING CONCEPT
It is true that there are various ways of modeling for a common body. For instance, a flying ball is modeled as either a moving mass point or a moving and rotating rigid body; see Fig. 1 . The mass point model is related to the rigid body model. Indeed, an initial value problem of the mass point model is derived from that of the rigid body model, by neglecting the rotation and the related angular momentum equation.
To rigorously link the two models, we take advantage of a variational problem 6) of a Lagrangian. We employ a Lagrangian of the rigid body model, i.e., In the rigid body model, the mass point model has the following two characteristics:
1. the mass point model shares the Lagrangian of the rigid body model; and 2. the mass point model uses a subset of the rigid body model's function space. The two are regarded as the conditions of consistency. That is, meta-modeling means choosing a subset of a function space to solve a certain Lagrangian problem. No assumption is made in meta-modeling. Therefore, there is no need to validate a consistent model if the original model is physically validated; for the flying ball problem, the mass point model is automatically validated if the rigid body model is validated. We should emphasize that the subset choice in metamodeling is an approximation, not an assumption that needs validation.
It is natural to use L2 norm in the function space to measure distance of functions. Hence, conversion from mass point model's solution to rigid body model's solution is made by minimizing
where superscript m or r indicates a function of a mass point or rigid body model, respectively, and θ m is actually 0; see Fig. 3 .
Even though the use of L2 norm is natural, there is no mechanics that guarantees it. Indeed, the above L2 norm uses ∫ (x r ) 2 dt and ∫ (θ r ) 2 dt as denominators, so that the L2 norm becomes physically nondimensional; recall that x and θ are in the length dimension and non-dimensional, respectively. Choice of suitable distance in the function space is open to discussion. 
META-MODELING FOR BEAM (1) Lagrangian modified for beam
Beam theory is symbolic in the sense that it shows the usefulness of structure mechanics; see references 7),8),9),12), 13) . This is because the theory provides an ordinary differential equation, rather than a set of partial differential equations of continuum mechanics. The beam theory can be constructed by assuming a one-dimensional stress-strain relation, and hence it is taken for granted that a certain treatment that corresponds to this assumption has to be made in converting beam element analysis to solid element analysis or vice versa.
In order to establish meta-modeling for a beam problem, we start from a Lagrangian of continuum mechanics. For simplicity, we assume infinitesimally small deformation and linear elasticity. In terms of kinematic energy and potential, denoted by K and P, the Lagrangian is defined as
(1) deflection in z-direction Young's modulus area and second moment of inertia Here, v and ϵ are velocity and strain, and K and P are
where ρ and c are density and elasticity tensor, · and : are inner product and second-order contraction, and V is the domain of a target body; see Appendix A for the index form of K and P. Note that ϵ is used instead of u in L, since 1 2 ϵ : c : ϵ produces stress, σ, as internal force.
For a beam problem, we replace P so that onedimensional state of stress is guaranteed. That is,
Here, c -1 is the inverse of c. The second term in the integrand is essential since isotropic c -1 has c -1
hence it is seen that P * is equivalent with P. According to the Hamilton principle, we pose stationarity to ∫ L dt. We use a displacement function, u, to compute v = Du and ϵ = sym{∇u}, where D and ∇ are temporal and spatial differentiation operators, and sym stands for the symmetric part of a secondorder tensor. We use σ as it is. Thus, the function space of L is {u, σ}. The following equation is readily derived from δ ∫ L dt = 0:
together with σ = c : ∇u. Equation (5) is the wave equation of solid.
(2) One consistent beam model According to meta-modeling, we use a subset of the continuum mechanics' function space, {u, σ}; see Fig. 5 . For instance, we use two functions, w and s, which determine non-zero components of u and σ as follows:
where, as shown in Fig. 4 , the x 1 -or x 3 -axis is parallel or normal to the beam direction, and the bending moment caused by σ 11 acts around the x 2 -axis. For simplicity, x and z are used instead of x 1 and x 3 , and prime stands for derivative with respect to x. Note that w and s are functions of (x, t). Substituting functions in the subset into L via K and P * and taking the variation of the resulting functional, we have
where A = ∫ dydz and I = ∫ z 2 dydz, and dot stands for derivative with respect to t. A governing equation of w is derived from δ ∫ L dt = 0, as
with s = −E w ′′ ; note that s = −E w ′′ is naturally derived from δ ∫ L dt = 0, and there is no need to make any assumption to relate w and s. The initial and boundary conditions are respectively derived as follows: Table 1 . The consistent beam model that is constructed in the preceding subsection is actually Rayleigh beam; compare Eq. (7) with the governing equation of Rayleigh beam shown in Table 1 . Therefore, Rayleigh beam is consistent with continuum mechanics. It is also shown in Appendix B that T-model is consistent with the continuum mechanics. Recall that consistent models select a subset of continuum mechanics' function space to solve its Lagrangian and that the validity of the consistent models are automatically validated in the framework of continuum mechanics. We present meta-modeling to construct a general consistent beam model in Appendix C. In the viewpoint of meta-modeling, comparison of Rayleigh beam element analysis with solid element analysis is meaningful. Note that this remark is applied to dynamic state, and BE-beam model is consistent at quasi-static state; see Table 1 .
While a consistent beam model solves the same mechanical problem of a Lagrangian, it uses a subset of the continuum mechanics' function space. In order to relate a solution of the consistent beam model, {u s , σ s }, to the exact solution of the Lagrangian (or the continuum mechanics solution), {u c , σ c }, we introduce the following distance of the functions:
where || 2 is the square of vector or tensor norm, i.e., |u| 2 = u i u i and |σ| 2 = σ i j σ i j . This distance could be used when we convert a numerical analysis solution.
For instance, when a beam element solution is given, we can find a solid element solution which minimizes D of Eq. (10); {u s , σ s } and {u c , σ c } are now computed in terms of the nodal displacement and rotation of a beam element model and the nodal displacement of a solid element model, and D is minimized with respect to the nodal displacement of the solid element model.
We should emphasize that Eq. (10), is a choice of the distance in the continuum mechanics' function space, even though it is regarded as being standard. We should point out that there could be a better distance, which makes more accurate conversion from {u s , σ s } to {u c , σ c } or vice versa. Moreover, we should emphasize that, at this stage, meta-modeling is a theory that unifies structure mechanics and continuum mechanics, and the solution conversion that uses a distance is a natural consequence of meta-modeling in the sense that the numerical solutions are obtained for the same Lagrangian even though different functions are used. The usefulness of meta-modeling or the solution conversion should be studied. As mentioned in the introduction, however, we notice that the link between solid element analysis and structure element analysis is not strong. Meta-modeling could be useful in establishing a strong link between them.
The consistency presented in this section could be an indicator of the expected usefulness of metamodeling. It is confusing to understand that Rayleigh beam model solves the same problem as the continuum model, since it does not employ Poisson's ration, ν, unlike the continuum model. As explained before, this confusion stems from the assumption of the material property made by the Rayleigh beam model (i.e., the one-dimensional stress-strain relation), which does not match the tensorial relation of elasticity observed in experiments. According to meta-modeling, we can interpret that Rayleigh beam model solves the same Lagrangian problem but the contribution of ν to the governing equation vanishes due to the choice of the special subset of the continuum mechanics' function space. Therefore, even though it might not be easily accepted, we can compare the Rayleigh beam element analysis that does not need ν with the solid element analysis that must use non-zero ν. In other words, for the beam problem, the effects of ν on the deformation are minimum; in this sense, we can evaluate the Rayleigh beam model as a smart approximation of the continuum model.
We should emphasize that when anisotropy is considered, in a consistent beam model, strain energy density e is computed as
for a given normal strain ϵ; when non-zero components of ϵ and σ are ϵ 11 and σ 11 , P * of Eq. (4) becomes σ 11 ϵ 11 − It is not necessary to make an assumption of onedimensional stress-strain relation that uses c ep 1111 .
META-MODELING FOR PLATE
Just like a beam problem, we use a subspace of continuum mechanics' function space of {u, σ} for L = K + P * , to establish meta-modeling for a plate problem; see list of related references 5),10),11),12),13), 14) . We set non-zero components of u and σ as
where the x 1 -or x 2 -axis is on the plate plane, x 3 -axis is normal to the plane plate, and (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) is replaced by (x, y, z); see Fig. 6 . For simplicity, we write inplane displacement component as (u 1 , u 2 ) = −z ∇w, using the gradient of w (i.e., ∇w), and in-plane stress components as (σ 11 , σ 22 , σ 12 ) = z (s xx , s yy , s xy ) using a two-dimensional second-order tensor s. Note that w and s are functions of (x, y, t).
Substituting functions in the subset into L and taking the variation in the resulting functional, we have
Here, H 0 and H 2 are ∫ dz and ∫ z 2 dz. The same symbol c -1 is used for in-plane components of s, and ∇∇w and ∇ · (∇s) are a second-order tensor and a scalar, respectively.
The governing equations of w and s are readily derived from the vanishing of this variation. For s, we have c
Since c -1 is for in-plane components, components of this tensor are expressed as the following three-bythree matrix:
As is seen, this c -1 corresponds to the elasticity tensor of two-dimensional state of plane stress. Note that the inverse of this tensor, (c -1 ) -1
The components of this matrix are different from the corresponding components of the original c. In an ordinary plate theory, an assumption of plane stress state has to be made, but this assumption yields a discrepancy from the continuum model in computing strain energy density.
In view of Eq. (12), we can derive a governing equation for w, as
The last term in the left side is obtained by using the above (c -1 ) -1 . The initial and boundary conditions are respectively derived as { ∇w given or ρH 2 ∇ẇ = 0, w ′ given or ρH 0ẇ
and
The governing equation of w given by Eq. (13) coincides with that of Kirchhoff-Love plate 10),11) ; this plate model includes −ρH 2 ∇ 2ẅ , which is ignored by a standard plate model. According to meta-modeling, therefore, Kirchhoff-Love plate model is consistent with continuum mechanics, and Kirchhoff-Love plate element analysis with solid element analysis is meaningful. Note that, like a beam problem, this remark is applied to dynamic state.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we propose meta-modeling to construct a structure model that is consistent with the continuum model. Consistency means solving the Lagrangian of continuum mechanics by using a subset of continuum mechanics' function space. With properly defined and equivalent potential (P * of Eq. (4)), we can prove that Rayleigh beam model and KirchhoffLove plate model are consistent. L2 norm is presented to convert consistent models, and this will help us to make smart use of solid and structure element analysis.
According to meta-modeling, it is straightforward to extend a consistent model for a curved beam problem or a shell problem, as well. It is also possible to extend a consistent model from linear elasticity to non-linear elasto-plasticity. This is because we can readily determine a consistent model just by specifying a subset of the continuum mechanics' function space, when a proper Lagrangian is given. Smart use of solid and structure element can be made for consistent models in these cases.
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Appendix A INDEX FORM OF L
In terms of tensor components of a Cartesian coordinate system, (x i for i = 1, 2, 3), the kinematic energy and the potential are expressed as
i jkl σ kl dv, where summation convention is employed for repeated indices.
Appendix B CONSISTENT T-BEAM
T-beam model uses the following non-zero components of u and σ:
Note that z θ is included in u 3 ; this term is regarded as the second term of Tayler series expansion of u 3 with respect to z, while w is the first term of the expansion. Substituting the above functions into L and satisfying δ ∫ L dt = 0, we have The governing equations of w and θ are derived as follows:
ρAẅ − ρIẅ ′′ + EIw ′′′′ = 0, ρIθ − 2GIθ ′′ = 0.
This set of the differential equations for w and θ are similar to the governing equations of the T-beam model 5) . It should be emphasized that no approximations are made in deriving this set of the differential equations. Only a subset of the function space as described in the above are chosen in computing the Lagrangian; see Table 2 for the subset of function spaces used in beam, the T-beam or plate model.
Appendix C GENERALLY CONSISTENT BEAM MODEL
In analyzing a Lagrangian of L = K − P * , general meta-modeling for a beam problem uses the following non-zero components of u and σ: u 1 = u(x, z, t), u 3 = w(x, z, t), σ 11 = σ(x, z, t), σ 13 = τ(x, z, t).
Vanishing of varitaion, δ ∫ L dt = 0, leads to ρü − σ ,x − τ ,z = 0, ρẅ − τ ,x = 0, together with σ = E u ,x , τ = G (u ,x + w ,z ), where () ,x or () ,z stands for derivative with respect to x or z, respectively. It is of interest to note that, at quasi-static state, the two equations of equilibrium lead to σ ,xx = 0.
It follows from ∫ zσ ,xx dydz = 0 that bending moment, which is defined as M = ∫ zσ dydz, satisfies
This is the equilibrium of the bending moment. At dynamic state, an inertia term of ∫ ρz(ü ,x −w ,z ) dydz is added. This equation of bending moment equilibrium holds, whatever functions are used for (u, w, σ, τ).
